Wright Outdoor Solutions brings you our first Idea Book. Inside you’ll find inspiration for making the outdoor space of your dreams a reality.

we live for your landscape."
GOING NATIVE

Include native plants to create a more diverse and lower maintenance landscape. Native plants more easily tolerate the weather, insects, and diseases of the Midwest. Plus, when you plant native trees, shrubs and flowers, you help preserve our natural habitat and ecosystem.
PLANTS

There’s a perfect plant for every part of your landscape—even for tough spots that are wet, dry, shady, north facing, or prone to deer and rabbit damage. The right plants will accentuate your home’s architecture and add aesthetic value to your property.
Maximize your outdoor space with a patio, wall or both! These features can create a cozy, intimate retreat or make a smaller yard feel more spacious. With so many materials to choose from, you're sure to find something to complement your style, home and color scheme.
Mixed Materials

Break away from tradition to create your distinctive space. Patio, wall and edging materials have continued to advance, and incorporating natural and manmade materials into your landscape is easier than ever before. Combine outcroppings with concrete pavers or boulder walls with concrete steps. The possibilities are endless.
FLICKERING FLAMES & COOLING WATERS

Add interest and comfort to your outdoor space with fire or water. Water features like pondless falls and fountains recirculate water, combining tranquility with low maintenance. Fire pits and outdoor fireplaces extend the usefulness of your Midwest outdoor space, warming it up in early spring and late fall.
Redefine luxury and create the getaway of your dreams in your own backyard. Your outdoor room, complete with a bench, a pergola, or even a full kitchen, is the perfect place to entertain and relax in style.
we live for your landscape.℠

Formed from Wright Tree Care and Heard Gardens, two of the metro’s oldest and most prominent land care companies, Wright Outdoor Solutions has been designing and caring for landscapes for more than eighty years. We offer the most complete package of professional services for the care of everything outdoors.

Let us help you make your dreams a reality today. Wright Outdoor designers have both creative and technical training, in horticulture and landscape design and architecture. And, we select only the highest quality plant materials and hard goods. Through our design/build process, we will uncover your vision and review the possibilities for your Master Plan. Once you approve the design and budget, installation begins. The design process can take three to four weeks, so it’s never too early to get started creating the outdoor space you’ve imagined.

*Wright Outdoor Solutions offers multiple financing programs!